
At a time when cataloguing code revision is continuing apace with the consolidation of the *International Standard Bibliographic Description* (ISBD), the drafting of *RDA: Resource Description and Access*, and the development of common principles for an international cataloguing code (International Meeting of Experts on an International Cataloguing Code [IME ICC]), the publication of a guide for cataloguing cultural objects is timely and purposeful. Compiling this data content standard on behalf of the Visual Resources Association, the five editors—with oversight from an advisory board—have divided the guide into three parts. Following a brief introduction outlining the purpose, intended audience, and scope and methodology for the publication, Part One, General Guidelines, explains both what the Cataloging Cultural Objects (CCO) guide is—“a broad document that includes rules for formatting data, suggestions for required information, controlled vocabulary requirements, and display issues” (p. 1)—and is not—“not a metadata element set per se” (p. 1). Part Two, Elements, is further divided into nine chapters dealing with one or more metadata elements, and describing the relationships between and among each element. Part Three, Authorities, discusses what elements to include in building authority records. A Selected Bibliography, Glossary, and Index, respectively, round out the guide.

As the editors note in their introduction, “Standards that guide data structure, data values, and data content form the basis for a set of tools that can lead to good descriptive cataloging, consistent documentation, shared records, and increased end-user access” (p. xi). The VRA Core Categories, for example, represent a set of metadata elements expressed within an XML structure (data structure). Likewise, the *Art & Architecture Thesaurus* contains sets of terms and relationships, or defined data values. While much effort has been expended on developing both data structures and values, the editors argue, the third leg of the stool, data content, has received less attention. Unlike the library community with its *Anglo-American Cataloging Rules* [sic—though RDA is referenced in the Selected Bibliography], or its archival equivalent, *Describing Archives: A Content Standard* (DACS), those in the domain of cultural heritage responsible for describing and documenting works of art, architecture, cultural artifacts, and their respective images, have not had the benefit of such data content standards. CCO is intended to address (or redress) that gap, emphasizing the exercise of good judgment and cataloguer discretion over the application of “rigid rules” [p. xii], and building on existing standards.

Part One, General Guidelines, sets the foundation. Beginning with the question, “What are you Cataloguing?”, this 41-page section articulates the difference between a work and an image, and continues with what institutions need to consider in determining what kinds of, and how much information to include in, a minimal description for a Work Record—elements subsequently covered in Chapters 1–8 of Part 2—an Image Record—dealt with in Chapter 9 of Part 2—records for a group, collection, or series of cultural objects, and related works, or, “those having an important conceptual relationship to each other” (p. 13). Less familiar, perhaps, to the eyes of those responsible for bibliographic or archival description, is the inclusion of recommendations concerning database design, field structures, database construction, and the purpose of a database—as a cataloguing tool? collection management system? digital asset management system? online catalogue? This latter part, while a useful inclusion, seems somewhat contradictory within a set of guidelines that profess to be “system independent”. Part One concludes with definitions of, and guidelines for, creating and maintaining controlled vocabularies and authority files, respectively. Examples of work records (Figures 1–7), and a work record with two related image records (Figure 8) pro-
vide concrete, visual samples of the issues covered throughout the General Guidelines, and foreshadow the part to follow.

Part Two, Elements, provides (1) definition, context, and terminology; (2) cataloguing rules; and (3) guidelines on presentation of data for each of eight broad metadata element types, grouped by purpose, and associated with a work record (e.g., object naming [work type/title]; creator information [creator/creator role]; stylistic, cultural, and chronological information [style/culture/date]; subject; etc.). The ninth chapter, view information elements, addresses how to describe aspects of a work as captured in its surrogate, an image of the work. Each chapter within Part Two concludes with illustrated examples, again, to reinforce concepts and applications discussed relative to a particular element set. Those expecting the inclusion of administrative, structural, and/or technical metadata for creating and managing digital repositories, will be disappointed. The list of elements in Part Two is explicitly restricted to descriptive metadata.

Part Three, Authorities, follows a similar format as Part Two, including discussion and terminology, editorial rules, and presentation of data for (1) personal and corporate name authority; (2) geographic place authority; (3) concept authority; and (4) subject authority. As with Part Two, examples liberally populate the text of each chapter, with specific illustrations of the four types of authority record coming at the end of respective chapters 1–4.

The consistent formatting of chapters within the text, overall, ensures that perspective cataloguers understand the meaning, context, terminology, and application of guidelines for descriptive metadata and authority control. Thus, in its own internal structure, CCO remains true to its stated objective of promoting consistency of interpretation and implementation. Bolded recommendations throughout Part One are, in some instances broad level—“CCO recommends good and versatile database design and consistent cataloguing rules” (p. 25)—and in others, appropriately specific—“Because of the complexity of cultural information and the importance of Authority Records, CCO recommends using a relational database” (p. 20). Regardless of their degree of specificity, recommendations provide clear, logical, and principles-based guideposts for both institutions and individual cataloguers, alike. They also provide context for the series of “rules” which follow in Parts Two and Three. The rules, while named as such, and articulated in a prescriptive tone, are discussed and presented throughout in a spirit of “recommended best practice”. This is to allow for individual institutions to “make and enforce” local rules that accommodate their requirements and those of their end-users most effectively and efficiently (p. 2).

This manual will serve as an important tool for museum documentation specialists, visual resources curators, archivists, librarians, or others responsible for providing descriptive metadata and authority control for a variety of cultural objects, including architecture, paintings, sculpture, prints, manuscripts, photographs and other visual media, performance art, archeological sites and artifacts, and different functional objects associated with material culture. While its coverage is impressively wide-ranging, CCO is not intended for natural history or scientific collections.

Cataloging Cultural Objects, in linking the work of cataloguers from different institutional contexts, provides a timely and useful content standard for cross-domain application. It also serves as an effective teaching tool for those who recognize and value, less the location—museum, archive, library—where descriptive metadata are to be assigned, and more the purpose for which they are intended, namely to facilitate access to, and sharing of both records and their corresponding objects. While this reviewer would have appreciated more than a “Selected Bibliography”, and an expanded Glossary (e.g., where is a definition of “format controlled” among “controlled fields”, “controlled list”, and “controlled vocabulary”?), the inclusion of additional specialized sources for cataloguing museum collections, and within-chapter references to standard tools for particular metadata elements, are especially foresighted, and commendable. There is mention throughout the text of a “CCO website”. A URL or other link eluded this reviewer, though a Google™ search led to http://vraweb.oclc.org/cco/index.html [accessed September 28, 2007].

Overall, Cataloging Cultural Objects with its attending guidelines for descriptive metadata and authority control for “one-of-a-kind cultural objects” should merit a place among the “well-established” data content standards of the library and archival communities that CCO references with obvious regard.
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The knowledge and information world we live in can rarely be described from a single coherent and predictable point of view. In the global economy and mass society, an explosion of knowledge sources, different paradigms and information-seeking behaviors, fruition contexts and access devices are overloading our existence with an incredible amount of signals and stimulations, all competing for our limited attention. Taxonomies are often cited as tools to cope with, organize and make sense of this complex and ambiguous environment.

Leveraging an extensive review of literature from a variety of disciplines, as well as a wide range of relevant real-life case studies, Organising Knowledge by Patrick Lambe has the great merit of liberating taxonomies from their recurring obscure and limitative definition, making them living, evolving and working tools to manage knowledge within organizations. Primarily written for knowledge and information managers, this book can help a much larger audience of practitioners and students who wish to design, develop and maintain taxonomies for large-scale co-ordination and organizational effectiveness both within and across societies. Patrick Lambe opens our eyes to the fact that, far from being just a synonym for pure hierarchical trees to improve navigation, findability and information retrieval, taxonomies take multiple forms (from lists, to trees, facets and system maps) and play different roles, ranging from basic information organization to more subtle tasks, such as establishing common ground, overcoming boundaries, discovering new opportunities and helping in sense-making.

Over the course of the book, a number of misconceptions haunting taxonomy work are addressed and carefully dispelled. Taxonomy development is often thought to be an abstract task of analyzing and classifying entities, performed in complete isolation. On the contrary, taxonomies are to a large extent products of users’ perceptions and worldviews, strongly influenced by the pre-existing information infrastructure. They can also be dangerous tools having the potential to reveal and clarify but also to exclude and conceal critical details that can have a large impact on basic business activities such as managing risk, controlling costs, understanding customers and supporting innovation.

If the first part of the book introduces concepts, provides definitions and challenges wrong assumptions about taxonomies and the work of taxonomy-building, the second one takes us step-by-step through a typical project. From here on, insights become part of practicable frameworks that form the basis of a concrete information-management strategy and process so flexible so as to be used in very different organizational environments and scenarios. Starting from the definition of stakeholders, purpose and scope and ending with deployment, validation and governance, a taxonomy-building project is realistically presented as an iterative and fascinating journey over competing needs, changing goals, mixed cues and technical and cognitive constraints.

Beyond introducing fundamental guiding principles and addressing relevant implementation challenges, Organising Knowledge provides a large dose of political and pragmatic advice to make your efforts useful in contributing to the overall knowledge and information infrastructure. Taxonomies, much like architect’s blueprints, only represent theory until they are implemented in practice involving real people and real content. As Lambe explains, this step requires crossing over to the other side of the barricade, wearing the user’s shoes and constructing an information neighborhood, designing and populating a metadata framework, solving usability issues and successfully dealing with records management and information architecture concerns.

While each single paragraph of the book is packed with valuable advice and real-life experience, I consider the last chapter to be the most intriguing and ground-breaking one. It’s only here that taxonomists meet folksonomists and ontologists in a fundamental attempt to write a new page on the relative position between old and emerging classification techniques. In a well-balanced and sober analysis that foregoes excessive enthusiasm in favor of more appropriate considerations about content scale, domain maturity, precision and cost, knowledge infrastructure tools are all arrayed from inexpensive and expressive folksonomies on one side, to the smart, formal, machine-readable but expensive world of ontologies on the other. In light of so many different tools, information infrastructure clearly appears more as a complex dynamic ecosystem than a static overly designed environment. Such a variety of tasks, perspectives, work activities and paradigms calls for a resilient, adaptive and flexible knowledge environment with a minimum of standardization and uniformity. The right mix of tools and approaches can only be deter-
mined case by case, by carefully considering the particular objectives and requirements of the organization while aiming to maximize its overall performance and effectiveness.

Starting from the history of taxonomy-building and ending with the emerging trends in Web technologies, artificial intelligence and social computing, Organising Knowledge is thus both a guiding tool and inspirational reading, not only about taxonomies, but also about effectiveness, collaboration and finding middle ground: exactly the right principles to make your intranet, portal or document management tool a rich, evolving and long-lasting ecosystem.
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